Theory Lunch is a “chalk” talk (whiteboard only, no slides, no movies) that is held from 12-2pm on most Fridays during term. The “theory” designation refers to conceptual rather than mathematical problems. The audience is interested primarily in conceptual issues in modern biology. It is sophisticated in the use of mathematical techniques that address such issues but this is neither a requirement nor an expectation.

Theory lunch has been running since 2003 and attracts a broad audience from across the Medical School, Harvard College, MIT and sometimes further afield. Most members of the audience are engaged in some form of experimental biology or medicine but they may also have backgrounds in one of the physical sciences, computer science or engineering. They include faculty members, postdocs, graduate, and some undergraduate, students and visitors. A wide range of topics and of areas in biology, including aspects of history and philosophy, have been presented, as can be seen from the titles and abstracts on the website, whose address is given below.

The chalk-talk format may be unfamiliar to some speakers. Those who have become wedded to PowerPoint are pleasantly surprised at how liberating divorce can be; the need to draw pictures, or movies, by hand focusses attention on their most relevant aspects and the results are often more memorable than the overloaded details in many slide presentations. For those speakers who make use of equations, simple calculations can be informative but it is better to convey the ideas behind a derivation than to undertake it in detail. Talks that distill conceptual problems from experimental data are particularly appreciated. Speakers are encouraged to present perspectives and opinions and to discuss work in progress.

The format of theory lunch is intended to provoke questions and often leads to lively discussions, which are always friendly. Maintaining a “give and take” with the audience helps to create a receptive atmosphere for ideas, although speakers may sometimes find it necessary to defer questions to after the talk, so as not to get diverted from their main story. While a few participants may be knowledgeable about a speaker’s field of interest, most will not be, and it is very helpful if the speaker lays out the scientific background with a diverse audience in mind.

A catered buffet lunch is served at 12 noon. The talk itself starts at 12.15pm and officially finishes at 1.30pm but informal discussions often carry on around the whiteboard for some time.

For more information, see the website, http://vcp.med.harvard.edu/tl-schedule.html, or contact the organiser, Jeremy Gunawardena, jeremy@hms.harvard.edu.